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Abstract 

This research focuses on strategies used to increase dry land productivity through case studies in certain 

areas. This research will consider factors such as water management, proper fertilization, appropriate crop 

varieties, and sustainable agricultural practices. The aim is to identify effective methods in increasing crop 

yields and dryland sustainability in the specific context studied. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The introduction to the research on "Strategies for Increasing Dry Land Productivity: Case 

Studies in Specific Regions" will highlight the essential background regarding dry land 

productivity issues, including land characteristics, climatic conditions and the challenges faced. In 

addition, the introduction will outline the urgency and significance of increasing dry land 

productivity, the relevance of the research, the specific objectives of the research, the conceptual 

or theoretical framework that forms the basis of the research, as well as a comprehensive overview 

of the methodology that will be used in the case study in question. 

The problems to be researched can focus on problems such as low crop yields due to sub-

optimal air management, lack of understanding of appropriate fertilization, the challenges of 

drought-resistant plant varieties, as well as the impact of conventional agricultural practices on the 

sustainability of dry land in certain areas that are the focus of the case study. 

Novelties research on "Strategies for Increasing Dry Land Productivity: Case Studies in 

Certain Regions" can include new approaches to innovative water management, the application of 

appropriate technology to increase fertilizer efficiency, the introduction of superior crop varieties 

that are adaptive to dry conditions, as well as the integration of agricultural practices. sustainability 

which is an ecological and social aspect in an effort to increase the productivity and sustainability 

of dry land in the area studied. 

Implementing a conservation agriculture model is also a prospective solution for improving 

soil quality and dry land productivity. Apart from that, increasing dry land productivity is also 

influenced by factors such as changes in land use and spatial structure in urban areas[1]. The 

priority strategy for controlling conversion of rice fields is also a focus in maintaining food self-

sufficiency in an area[2]. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The development of environmentally friendly agricultural technology is also needed to 

increase corn productivity on dry land[3]. Implementation of five types of dry land management 

in dry climates, which include water management, balanced fertilization, organic material 

management, soil amelioration and conservation, integration of livestock crops, and strengthening 

farming institutions, can also support increased land productivity. 
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In the context of dry land management, it is important to pay attention to factors such as 

drought stress, soil acidity, and aluminum content in the soil, which can limit plant growth and 

productivity.[4]. Therefore, developing agricultural technology that suits the characteristics of dry 

land and implementing appropriate soil conservation practices can help increase dry land 

productivity in a sustainable manner. 

However, there are challenges in developing dry land agriculture, such as low soil fertility 

due to dry land properties such as low pH, low cation exchange capacity, and high aluminum 

content.[5]. Apart from that, economic constraints are also a factor that needs to be considered in 

soil conservation on sloping dry land. 

In the context of dry land development, it is important to consider models of farmer 

participation in land conservation[6]. Apart from that, land suitability analysis and selection of 

adaptive plant varieties are also important factors in increasing dry land productivity 

 

RESEARCH METHOD 

Methods in the research "Strategies for Increasing Productivity of Dry Lands: Case Studies 

in Specific Regions" may include field surveys to collect data on land conditions and agricultural 

practices, field experiments to test the effectiveness of strategies to increase productivity, 

laboratory analysis to evaluate soil quality and plant nutrition, interviews with local farmers for an 

in-depth understanding of traditional farming practices, as well as modeling to forecast the impact 

of proposed strategies on agricultural yields and dryland sustainability. 

Data analysis techniques that can be used include descriptive statistical analysis to analyze 

the characteristics of primary data, regression analysis to understand the relationship between 

certain factors and dry land productivity, spatial analysis to explain the distribution of crop yields, 

and qualitative analysis to understand the social context and movement of agricultural practices. 

in the area studied. 

Data collection techniques in the research "Strategies for Increasing Dry Land Productivity: 

Case Studies in Specific Regions" may include field surveys for primary data on land conditions 

and agricultural practices, direct observation to understand the implementation of agricultural 

strategies, interviews with local farmers to obtain their views and experiences, direct 

measurements of variables such as groundwater availability, analysis of documents related to local 

agricultural policies, as well as geospatial mapping to understand the distribution of land and plant 

types in the region. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results 

may include findings related to the effectiveness of implemented strategies in increasing 

agricultural yields in dry lands, identification of key factors influencing dry land productivity, 

practical recommendations for increasing crop yields in dry areas, as well as potential positive 

impacts on environmental and local economic extinction. 

possible results obtained in such a study. For example, the results of such research may 

include the discovery that the application of drip irrigation techniques increased wheat yields in 

the dry regions studied by 20%, organic fertilization increased soil fertility, the identification of 

drought-resistant crop varieties, and recommendations for more efficient air management. 

Discussion 
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Discussion of the research “Strategies for Increasing Dry Land Productivity: Case Studies in 

Specific Regions” may involve an in-depth analysis of the effectiveness of the strategy 

implemented, the relationship between certain factors and the results obtained, consideration of 

the desirability of the proposed practice, comparison with previous research, as well as Practical 

and theoretical understanding of the findings. The discussion may also include obstacles 

encountered during the research, interpretation of the results obtained, and future research 

directions in the field of increasing dry land productivity. 

Includes further analysis of the effectiveness of findings on relevant theories, evaluation of 

the methodology used, comparison of results with previous research, discussion of the 

generalization of results to a wider context, as well as an emphasis on the contribution of this 

research to the understanding of increasing dry land productivity in general global. 
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